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DSL Studio 
di Delfino Sisto Legnani 
Piazza Vetra 21 
20123, Milano, ITALY 
VAT: IT07705230964 
 

Spett.le:	
Lafayette Anticipations 

Fondation d’entreprise Galeries Lafayette 
9, rue du Plâtre  

75004 Paris, France 
 
 
 
ESTIMATE of the date: 14/03/2018 
 
According to our last encounter, as requested, I send you the best offer referring to the 
photo documentation of the exhibition LUTZ BACHER ET LE 9 RUE DU PLÂTRE and to 
the “architectural” pictures at Lafayette Anticipations in Paris. 
The photoshoot will take place between March 4 and 6. 
 
 
1. Photographs 

- Photo documentation of the exhibition LUTZ BACHER ET LE 9 RUE DU PLÂTRE. 
- “Architectural” pictures for communication purposes. 
 
The total number of pictures to be delivered will be established with the client. 
 
Total cost for stills, including professional postproduction, delivery of a set of 
installation view pictures by the morning of March 5. 

 
 

TOTAL PRICE 
3500,00 € 

 
 
                                                                                                         
 
Contract between:  
Lafayette Anticipations and OMA “The Contractors”  
and  
DSL Studio “The Provider” 
 
2.1. Contractor’s rights: 
The contractors and the companies of the group will have pictures usage rights for, 
unlimited time, for the internal and institutional application as well as for the production of 
the BTL communication material: newspaper and magazine editorials, institutional 
website, institutional social networks channels etc...  
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All other usage rights, including personal promotion, are reserved. 
2.2. Transfer of rights to third parties:  

2.2.1. Commercial purposes: 
Any third party commercial usage of the images will require both the 
authorization from the provider and from the contractor. After this double 
authorization the provider will have to be put in touch with the third party.  
The provider will then start a new bargaining with the third party to 
eventually sell the rights. 

2.2.2. Non-commercial purposes: 
Any third party non-commercial usage of the pictures (newspaper, 
magazines, books, exhibition…) can be authorized directly from the 
contractor but the provider may be informed. 
 

 
2.3. Photocredit 
Publication without photographer’s accreditation is not permitted. 
The correct author accreditation is Delfino Sisto Legnani and Marco Cappelletti. 
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NOTE 
 

a. The estimate is calculated on the information we received, variations and 
potential extra jobs will implicate a new calculation and a new charge for 
additional services, remain at your expenses transportations, board and lodging 

 
b. The estimate DOES NOT include ATL (Above the Line) usage rights: national 

and international advertising campaigns, billposting, web advertising, etc. 
 

c. After the estimate approval, follows a joint signature of the disciplinary 
commission which will regulate the relationship between the parties. 
 
 

d. This estimate has a 30 days validity, once expired we reserve the right to 
reformulate the terms of the above proposal.  

 
 
PAYMENT METHODS AND AGREEMENT TERMS: 
 
Payment by bank transfer. 
IBAN and SWIFT code will be reported in the invoice. 
 
All payments have to be done by 60 days EOM from the final delivery of the images. 
In case of more than 15 days delayed payment beyond expiry day will be applied  
interest on arrears according to the provisions of Dlgs 231/02 and succ. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delfino Sisto Legnani         Customer signature for acceptance 
 
 
      ………………………………………………… 


